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Immigrant children will not forget what they’ve gone through for a lifetime

Noting that the events during the migration will increase the mental burden on children, 
Psychiatrist Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sevcan Karakoç Demirkaya said: “Even if children survive in the 
migration route, they will not forget what they’ve gone through for a lifetime. Suffering from both 
homesickness and the loss of parents and other loved ones is especially pathological.”.

Greek soldiers intervened with gas bombs to immigrants waiting around Pazarkule Border Gate. Particularly 
women and children affected by the brawl and gas experienced hard times. From time to time, Greek soldiers 
tried to disperse people including women and children, who were waiting in front of the Pazarkule Border Gate 
and the wire mesh around it by throwing tear gas bombs. Psychiatrist from Istanbul Gelisim University Assoc. 
Prof. Dr. Sevcan Karakoç Demirkaya talking on the effects of migration on children, said: “Even if children 

survive the migration route, they will carry the feelings of “being left behind” and “being a migrant” for a lifetime. Mourning from the homeland is especially pathological when the 
loss of parents and other loved ones is added. This, in turn, makes it difficult to adapt to the newly established order and the migrated area.” 
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1. Lect. Meltem İşler Sevindi has been assigned as the Head of the Department of Marketing and Advertising at Istanbul Gelisim Vocational School on March 02, 2020.
2. Prof. Dr. Ömer Gürkan has been assigned as the Head of the Department of International Trade (Turkish and English) at the Faculty of Economics, Administrative and 

Social Sciences by proxy on March 02, 2020.
3. Prof. Dr. Selma Karatepe has been assigned as the Head of the Department of Aviation Management (English) at the Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social 

Sciences by proxy on March 02, 2020.
4. Prof. Dr. Mehmet Rifat Hulusi Çelebi has been assigned as the Head of the Department of Architecture (Turkish and English) at the Faculty of Engineering – Architecture 

on March 03, 2020.
5. Asst. Prof. Dr. Tamer Saraç Yakupoğlu has been assigned as the Head of the Department of Aircraft Mechanic-Engine Maintenance at the School of Applied Sciences 

on March 04, 2020.
6. Prof. Dr. Ramazan Yaman has been assigned as the Director at Technology Transfer Office Application and Research Center on March 04, 2020.
7. Asst. Prof. Dr. Zeynep Burcu Şahin has been assigned as the Vice Head of the Department of Public Relations and Advertising at the School of Applied Sciences on 

March 04, 2020.
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Coranavirus can also affect the giant organization

Future is on the companies investing in innovation and R&D

Retired SAT Commando Namık Ekin’s new record attempt

While coronavirus (Covid-19) alarm continues worldwide, Geneticist Assoc. Prof. Dr. Korkut 
Ulucan who participated in the Sports Workshop held in Istanbul, warned that the European 
Football Championship where Turkey also will take part could face postponement or cancellation 
due to coronavirus outbreak.

European Football Championship which will be held between the dates June 12 to July 12, 2020 comes 
first among the main sports competitions of 2020. Turkish National Football Team will also take part at the 
Championship. Genetics Specialist from Marmara University Assoc. Prof. Dr. Korkut Ulucan participating in 
‘Sports Workshop in Academic and Real Sector Cooperation’ in cooperation with Istanbul Gelisim University 
(IGU) School of Physical Education Sports and Başakşehir Municipality made a statement to Demirören News 

Agency about whether the coronavirus (Covid-19) will affect the giant organization, UEFA 2020 European Football Championship hosted by 12 cities in 12 European countries, or not.

Emphasizing that BIST 100 index started in the highest level in 2020, and the rise of the domestic 
and foreign interest in Turkish Financial Stock Market, Finance Specialist Dr. Hakan Yıldırım 
said: “Especially between January 14 and February 17, it is seen that the index tries to hold on 
to 120,000 points and targets higher. However, even though the coronavirus, which affects China, 
one of the largest financial markets in the world, negatively affects the world markets, the Syrian 
crisis has reduced the performance of the BIST 100 index.”

Yıldırım pointed out that the biggest indicator of this is rising prices of gold, which is the safest investment 
tool, at the end of February, and added: “However, the impact of coronavirus is expected to be broken in the 
coming months and its impact in the world financial markets will decrease. Again, it can be said that the 

market welcomed by the reactions given by Turkey in Syria. Both Russia and Turkey’s mutual releases is lowering pressure. Again, the uptrend trend in the world stock markets that 
started in March and the decrease in gold prices in line with this situation, indicates that investors will return to the stock market again.”

Retired SAT Commando Namık Ekin, who has signed 18 Guinness World Records so far, is 
preparing for a new record attempt. Aiming to throw 3000 judoists out of the back 24 hours 
without going underwater and sleeping, Ekin signs the 19th Guinness World Record attempt on 
behalf of Istanbul Gelisim University.

Retired SAT Commando Namık Ekin, who participated in the Sports Workshop in Istanbul, stated that he is 
preparing a new record attempt. Ekin, who will carry out the new Guinness World Record trial at the Kadıköy 
Municipality Acıbadem Swimming Pool, aims to throw 3000 judoists off the back 24 hours without ever getting 
out of the pool and sleeping. Ekin conducts his 19th Guinness World Record attempt on behalf of Istanbul 
Gelisim University (IGU), where he advises sports training.
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Students tell about the city they live in for the project of Istanbul in Our View

Sports workshop came to the end

Students from Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) the Faculty of Fine Arts carry out a project 
named “Istanbul in Our View”. ‘The team of Istanbul in Our View’ with undergraduate students 
from many different departments such as Interior Architecture, Interior Architecture and 
Environmental Design, Cinema and Television, Communication Design, Graphic Design. It 
aims to raise awareness in creating a youth that embraces its art and culture by correctly 
promoting the cultural heritage of Istanbul.

Stating that the project emerged and developed with the presentation assignments about Istanbul in 
Art and Design History courses, Asst. Prof. Dr. Pelin Aykut said: “While putting this project forward, I 
was inspired by the unique cultural, artistic and architectural heritage of Istanbul. I believe that this 
endless material should be used and adopted by young people, interpreted and transferred correctly. I 

have full confidence in my young friends who have set out together with, who believe in this project and want to be in it. I believe that if our project is approved and it 
can receive the necessary support, this first work that we will do can open the way for such studies.”

The demands and wishes of young people interested in sports were discussed at the 
“Sports Workshop in Academic and Real Sector Cooperation” organized in cooperation with 
Başakşehir Municipality and Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU). The Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees Abdülkadir Gayretli drew attention to the importance of sports workshops held 
in order to determine the needs of the youth and the sector.

In the workshop, which was attended by many academicians and students of physical education 
vocational school, the demands and wishes of young people interested in various sports were discussed 
and solutions were sought. In the workshop, which started with a moment of silence for the martyrs 
and the National Anthem, the Mayor of Başakşehir Yasin Kartoğlu and IGU Rector Prof. Dr. Burhan 
Aykaç made a speech.
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